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Global view 2019

Key points of the global scenario / 1
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1. World GDP growth has reached a cyclical peak, with deceleration up to mid-
2019 (strong in the US, slowdown in Europe and adjustment to financial 
pressures in China and specific Emerging Markets), before a sharper adjustment 
when the US cycle reverts in 2019H2. Parallel cycle is  expected for energy and 
metal prices, and pressures on EM would rotate, from largest countries (now) to 
mid-size (2019-20). Protectionism amplifies the cycle.

Exhibit 1 

GDP growth outlook for China: substantial but managed 

slowdown (y/y growth, %) 

Exhibit 2 

CNY exchange rate against USD: controlled depreciation  

USD/CNY, quarterly averages 
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Key points of the global scenario / 2
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2. Financial volatility will remain high over the period, reinforced by geo-
economic / trade / geopolitical threats and policy challenges (EU/EZ). By mid-
2019, higher US interest rates will trigger a sharp US equity market reversal, with 
strong transmission to other markets, though the largest EM may then be more 
resilient. Exchange rates will fluctuate widely, with EUR/USD in-between 1.05 
(early 2019) and 1.20 (mid- or end of 2019).

Size of S&P500 changes during US 
recessions (%)

EUR/USD projections
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Key points of the global scenario / 3
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3. This cyclical reversal should not have a systemic dimension, notably in the 
US where it would follow a normal pattern of rapid but short-lived slowdown in 
activity, and a rebound aided by the Fed’s ability to adjust rapidly. More 
uncertainties in EZ (policy constraints, political changes, weaker banking system). 
Resilience for large EM.

Fed monetary policy reaction function Forward-looking Risk ratings for EM
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Major risks to the scenario
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Upside risks: 

• US economic growth extending longer than expected, e.g. 
acceleration / extension of the promised infrastructure plan 
coupled with a rapid increase in US corporate investment, 
delaying the peak and reversal to later in 2020.

• China choosing to ignore the structural hindrances related to 
excessive corporate and global credit leverage, supporting 
Chinese GDP growth.

• Commodity prices continuing to rise, related to the elements 
above.
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Major risks to the scenario
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Downside risks: 

• Disorderly adjustment in China, with a sharper growth and 
currency adjustment in China creating a systemic shock 
worldwide and massive contagion across emerging markets.

• Expansion of trade protectionism to a plurilateral basis in 2019… 
with the prospective recession in 2020 larger and lasting longer.

• Geopolitical shock: Middle-East, China and the South-China Sea, 
and Russia and its south-western flank.

• Major disruption in the Eurozone: a repeat of 2010-2012 cannot 
be discarded.
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Manageable impact 
in the ST, but 

potentially a cyclical 
amplifier in 2019

Protectionism: no trade war but higher risks for China & Asia
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Not a trade war, 
but a LT period of 
higher strategic 

tensions with 
China

China loosing its 
“full control 

ability”, visible 
slowdown ahead
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EU outlook: beyond 
or because Italy plus 
Brexit plus politics?

3. Mature economies: cyclical peak reached
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Reading the US 
Cyclical Clock: 

another couple of 
roaring quarters

Implications for 
yield curves and 
exchange rates: 

fasten seat belts!
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Introduction to TAC ECONOMICS

→ Fully independent research and analytics group based in France, focusing on the links and 
relationships between macro events and operational / investment decision processes

→ Our DNA: combining intensive modeling / datamining / text-mining techniques with in-
depth fundamental analysis of economies and markets

→ 27 years of impressive track-record through high-value addition research and advisory 
provided to corporates and financial institutions worldwide, from Montreal to Tokyo
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